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Abstract. Packet losses can be a result of router congestions or inferior channel con-
ditions. Different causes of packet losses should be dealt with by different strategies. For
packet losses caused by router congestion, the TCP congestion control mechanism should
be invoked to slow down the transmission rate. For packet losses due to inferior chan-
nel conditions, it is a promising direction in adapting packet sizes based on monitored
channel conditions. A new network transmission framework highlighting the concept of
cross-layer co-design for packet loss reduction is presented in this article. The proposed
framework takes into account the correlation between the packet loss rates and the packet
sizes under a given channel condition, and assigns different tasks to layers involved:
physical/ MAC layer for monitoring current channel statuses, IP layer for fragmenta-
tion, transport layer for bandwidth allocation, and application layer for the selection of
coding method and compression rate. Our proposed scheme can detect current channel
conditions, and then dynamically and rapidly adjusts parameters in each layer to match
the changing channel status. Especially, when a mobile node is conducting a handover
process, the radio signals and channel conditions will change rapidly. The proposed
scheme can accommodate the variations quickly and prepares adequate data for corre-
sponding node in advance, so that we can reduce the handover delay and make seamless
handover possible.
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1. Introduction. Driven by the ambition for ubiquitous networking, wireless networks
had gained substantial technical advances in recent years. Using radio signals in air as
data links, wireless networks can get rid of the tangling of wired cables. However, due to
the inherent limitations of wireless channels and legacy protocol design, users of wireless
networks today still suffer from the problems on low bandwidth and high error rates.

The Internet Protocol Suite, TCP/IP, was originally designed with wired network envi-
ronments in mind. Following the philosophy suggested by the 7-layer OSI (Open System
Interconnection) model, TCP/IP adopted strictly-layered approach in its design. It is a
good practice from the perspective of system engineering. However, the adequacy of a
strictly-layered approach is a controversy in wireless environments, since wireless networks
have completely different characteristics from its wired counterparts. For instance, packet
losses in wired networks serve well as essential indicators for TCP retransmission mech-
anism and congestion control. However, in wireless environments, packet losses could be
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